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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Fourier transform has traditionally been used for the detailed analysis of EMG signals

This has yielded naany useful results, none more so than the descriptions of the energy pro-

duced at differing frequencies This has been invaluable in the development of robust EMG

controllers and the analysis of active or diseased muscle Recently, Wavelet analysis has been

applied to the study of EMG signals and it has provided additional insight into the underlying

structure of the signal Both these methods have drawbacks, the Fourier transform relies on

analysis of complete wavelengths to describe a signal Wavelet analysis cannot resolve any

event less than the length of the fundamental Wavelet These factors manifest themselves

as a smudging or broadening of the spectrum and therefore they lead to inprecissions in the

results
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and the Hilbert Transform (HT) have been applied

to analyse the the EMG signal This is a method that is used extensively in the fields of

seismology and meteorology and is now being applied to biological data [2] It is particularly

good a resolving signals that are not based on continuous sinusoids It has been used on

EMGs to show that the energy in the signal is significant at frequencies up to 2KHz

The paper will present the results of a study of signals derived from a range of prosthesis

users and non-users. The results from the Hilbert transform will be compared with results

obtained using conventional methods of analysis

1.2 COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS

In the field of evolutionary signal analysis the Spectrograrn (Fourier transform derived) has

become the de-facto standard There are many reasons for this, it is developed from an

established technique (Fourier Transform) therefore people are accustomed to it It has some

major shortcomings, the Fourier transform is very bad at representing discontinuous signals.

It also gives very poor frequency response or poor localization in time These facts are well

Imown but still they are used to analyse discontinuous signals Attempts have been made to

ameliorate this problem but these are far from satisfactory. Wavelet analysis was developed

to address some of the shortcomings of the spectrogram but again this creates new problems.

The concept of Wavelet analysis is similar to the Fourier transform, in that a prototype wave is

used to describe the signal In the Wavelet case this wave is usually symmetric and dilateable
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in time therefore providing a degree of localisation. The major problem with Wavelet analysis

is that there is no fixed way to select the fundamental (basis) function, and that events shorter

that this are not well localised These problems invariably manifest themselves as a smudging

of the spectrum around the point of interest The Hilbert Spectrum does not share this

problem Figurell(left) is a plot of the two individual sine waves (the first 200 samples),

1

Figure 11: The individual sinewaves (first 200 samples.) and the result of summing them

the right shows them added together. This compound signal was analysed by a conventional

Fourier based Spectrogram and by the EMD based Hilbert Spectrum Figurel 2 illustrates the
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Figure 1.2: The Hilbert Spectrum and the Spectrogram of the Summed Signal

differences between the Fourier derived Spectrogram and the HT and EMD derived Hilbert

Spectrum The two frequencies are dearly defined by the two separate lines (on the left hand

plot) unlike the conventional Fourier Spectrogram where there is a vast amount of smudging

around the two lines

1.3 THE HILBERT TRANSFORM

The Hilbert trarisform is a multiplication of the phase of all frequencies in a signal by 90°("z")

For example a sin(0) becomes cos(0) From this transformation it is possible to construct an

analytical sig-nal, of the form Z(t) = X (t) + zY(t) where Y (t) ;_irp .p..1;de for the signal
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under test [1] For the HT to be well behaved there have to be certain constraints imposed

on the signal, the signal must have an equal number of zero crossings and extrema, and be

symmetric relative to the local mean ([11) To get a measure of the frequency of the signal we

define the instantaneous frequency as w =-- 4J1. from the analytic signal it is possible

to resolve frequency information

1.4 EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSITION AND INTRINSIC MODE FUNC-
TIONS

To satisfy the conditions for a well behaved HT the Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) must be
symmetric with respect the local mean and they should have equal numbers of extrema and

zero aossings [1]. Having a well behaved HT is a starting point Invariably some of the data

will not be an IMF; it will have many oscillatory modes. The data needs to be sifted to find

the IMFs with one oscillatory mode This is achieved through the fitting of Splines to the
positive and negative maxima and minima of the signal These two splines are then averaged

to check if they satisfy the requirement for equal numbers of zero crossings and extrema and

local average constraints If it does not then splines are fitted to the extrema again and the

process repeated until it does. Once it conforms this is a IMF, This signal is then subtracted
from the original signal and remnant is then used as the staiting signal Splines being fitted

to this and the above process repeated until the remnant is a trend or the total error is below
the pie defined threshold The set of individual signals if summed would produce the original

signal with in the defined tolerance These 8,re the IMFs, they can now undergo the Hilbert

Tr ansfor mation

1.5 INSTANTANEOUS FREQUENCY

In Figure 1.3 are two sets of figures, the two on the right are a section of the Basis functions,

zoomed to the first 200 samples The tapering effect is due to a window that was applied to

the data to reduce the end effects The two one the right are the total error and again the

zoomed total error for the first 200 samples. The initial fluctuation is due to the spline fitting

end effects This problem is currently being addressed. Towards the center of the wave the

error is minimal This being set in the program, it is possible to achieve lower total error

but at this time the end effects become pronounced From the transformed IMFs it is now

possible to attain the instantaneous frequency of the IMFs (as defined in section 1.3) With

the frequency information it is possible to plot an image of frequency vs time with amplitude

calculated from the analytic function, represented as colour.
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Figure 1.3: The resolved basis functions (first 200 samples) and the total error

1.6 DISPLA'YING THE DATA

To construct a the Hilbert Spectrum from the data it has to be sorted into bins across the
frequency range stepwise in time This enables an image to be built up over successive time

steps The resolution is limited to the size of the bins On the frequency side the maximum

resolution is about 1/3rd the sampling rate It is possible to produce a marginal Hilbert
spectrum to compare with the Fourier spectrum The marginal spectrum is an integration of

the transformed IMEs with respect to time Figure 1,2 is an example of the Hilbert Spectrum

1.7 RESULTS OF PROCESSING EMG DATA

The following figures are images of the analysis of a real EMG signal from a user of a
myoprosthesis The bandwidth of the Hilbert transform is about 2/31d of the sample frequen-

cy, with rounding errors this drops to about 1200Hz for a signal sampled at 4000Hz Figure

1,4 is the Hilbert Spectrum and Power Spectral Density(PSD) of an EMG signal. The top
plot (Hilbert) shows that a signal wdsts during the duration of the sampled data The dotted
line represent an analysis over the active portion signal The bottom plot (PSD) conversely

shows signal probably existed during the sampled data, again the dotted lines represent an

analysis of the active portion The technique requires added refinment, currently there are

errors due to problems associated with the spline fitting program The Hilbert Spectrum
should be zero at zero frequency for EMG signals

One of the interesting aspects of the sig-nal when viewed as the Hilbert Spectrum is the
high frequency energy in the signal when there is no contraction (left hand side of Figure 1 5)

The right hand side shows the Fourier spectrogram, it is very hard to discern from this how

much energy there is the in periods of little EMG activity This high frequency energy causes
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Figure 1.4: The Marginal Hilbeit Spectrum (solid) and the PSD (dashed) for the active
poition of an EMG signal

the PSD of the sig-nal to become slightly skewed In Figure 1 6, the first image on the left
is calculated from the whole signal, whilst that on the right is only calculated foi the active
portion of the signal The difference in magnitude is about 5db across the spectrum. This
effect is more obvious in the Marginal Hilbert Spectrum of Figure 1.4 The lower graphs are
the PSDs of Figure 1.6 overlayed, the difference is not clear, whilst the in the plots of the
Marginal Hilbeit Spectium the diffeience is clear.
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Figure 15: The Hilbert Spectrogram and a Fourier Spectrogram for the same signal

Theie are still some pioblems that need to be addressed with this technique, notably
the spline fitting process which introduces errors This tool is now being applied to many
examples of EMG data, it is hoped that it will reveal some inteie,sting insights to the structure
of the Electromyographic Signal
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Figure 16: The PSD for the whole signal and just for the active signal
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